ADVISORY SERVICES

AWN Firewall Audit Service

Ensure Perimeter Controls Adequately Protect
Your Business-Critical Assets
Data breaches continue, even at companies with significant
investments in perimeter security. This shows that firewalls
and intrusion detection/prevention services can be bypassed by
advanced persistent threats. If perimeter controls aren’t configured properly to protect your business-critical web applications
When was the last time a
security professional reviewed your network
perimeter policies?

and data, you may be vulnerable to such attacks. That’s why
today’s companies seek professional help to audit their firewall
configurations on a regular basis so they can meet security and
compliance needs.
The Firewall Audit advisory service from Arctic Wolf Networks (AWN) enables you to

Get started in
under two days!
• Assess your firewall
rules, network zoning,
and segmentation policies
• Recommend changes
based on location of
business–critical assets
• Validate logging to support
optimal compliance reporting

get an in-depth review of your perimeter security policies by AWN security engineers,
who run the industry’s leading SOC-as-a-service. We review your current firewall configurations, network zoning, and segmentation architecture, and recommend changes
that ensure your business-critical assets are adequately protected from both internal
and external cyberattacks.

Tailored Firewall Auditing
Every company faces unique cybersecurity challenges based on the perimeter controls
and network segmentation it employs to protect its business-critical assets and IT
infrastructure.
The Firewall Audit service leverages the best practices for perimeter controls and
network segmentation that we’ve already implemented for leading customers across
multiple industry verticals.
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Firewall Audit Workflow
The AWN Concierge Security Engineer performs the following tasks:
1. Onboard
•

Collects your existing firewall configurations and network infrastructure diagrams

2. Prepare
•

Meets firewall team and reviews the current configuration, including:
•

•

Zones and segments; Object naming policy; Rules and traffic policies

Reviews logging to provide optimal reporting and forensics capabilities

3. Monthly configuration backups
•

Collects firewall configurations and stores them in our system

•

Creates monthly firewall auto report
•

Assessment; Includes policy/configuration change report

4. Semi-annual strategic review
•

Recommends changes to your perimeter security policies, including:
•

Zones and segments; Object-naming policies; Rules and traffic policies; Advanced features capabilities

•

Validates that logging provides optimal reporting and forensics capabilities

•

Reports on effectiveness of your perimeter security policies

AWN Advisory Services Ensure Your Assets Are Always Secure
Arctic Wolf Networks provides customized advisory services that leverage our expertise running the industry’s
leading cloud-based SOC-as-a-Service platform. The AWN CyberSOC™ continuously monitors the network
infrastructure of hundreds of customers and enables them to rapidly detect and respond to security incidents with
actionable intelligence. The unique value proposition of our Firewall Audit Service includes:
•

Security Expertise: Our experienced Concierge Security Engineers hunt down and triage the most
challenging security threats. We leverage firewall best practices for the top attack vectors we see across
multiple customers.

•

Customized to Your Specific Needs: Once we monitor your IT infrastructure, we gain comprehensive
knowledge of your business risks and compliance requirements, and can customize firewall policies to
meet your exact needs.

•

Ongoing Support: Our offering provides ongoing monitoring and regular review, delivering not just pointin-time protection, but also continuous improvement of your security posture.
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